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entsNo=2090729n13302&movCode=25 
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1. Choose one or two ‘술래 ([ sul-rae ] Tagger)’.  
    ;  the number of 술래 depends on people. 

How to play 



2. The sul-rae should say ‘무궁화 꽃이 피었습니다 [ mu-
gung-hwa kkot-i  pi-eot seup-ni-da ]’ or count one to ten. 

Sul-rae 



3. Say ‘얼음 ([ Eol-eum ] Ice)’ before you caught 
by ‘술래 ([ sul-rae ] Tagger)’. 



4. You cannot move until other people hit and 
say to you ‘땡([ Ttaeng ])!’ 



5. If you are caught by ‘술래 ([ sul-rae ] Tagger)’, 
you will be a new ‘술래 ([ sul-rae ] Tagger)’.  



6. If people who are in the state of ‘얼음 ([ Eol-eum ] Ice)’ hit 
and say ‘땡([ Ttaeng ])!’ each other, they can be free and move! 
This is called ‘도둑발([ Do-duk-bal ] The feet of the thief)’. 



7. If everyone is in the state of ‘얼음 ([ Eol-eum ] 
Ice)’, the game is over. 



8. Choose 술래 ([ sul-rae ] Tagger) again and 
the new game will start.  
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무궁화 꽃이 피었습니다 
 [mu-gung-hwa kkot-I pi-eot seup-ni-da] 



Video Clip 

• 절친노트3 빅뱅 편 



How to play 

1. ‘술래 ([ sul-rae ] Tagger)’ stands with one’s 
back toward the other players. 



Once you are  
over the line,  

your game is started 

If you inside the line,  
you can move 

2. You should start inside of the start line. 



3. While ‘술래 ([ sul-rae ] Tagger)’ is saying one 

of some phrases, you should move. 
 



4. After ‘술래 ([ sul-rae ] Tagger)’ finish the phrase 
and when see you, you must stop moving.  



5. When one of players touches ‘술래 ([ sul-rae ] 
Tagger)’, all players should run and be inside of the 
start line. 



6. If ‘술래 ([ sul-rae ] Tagger)’ see you moving, you 
should hold hands or finger of ‘술래 ([ sul-rae ] Tagger)’ . 



7. When one of the other players detaches you from 
‘술래 ([ sul-rae ] Tagger)’, all players should run and 
arrive inside of the start line. 



‘술래 ([ sul-rae ] Tagger)’ win:  
  When someone is touched by sul-rae, 

  the person is new sul-rae. 
 

Other players win:  
  When sul-rae could not touch anyone, 

the game is restarted. 
 



 
Expressions in the game 
 

- 앉은뱅이 꽃이 피었습니다. 
[ an-jeon-bang-I kkot-I pi-

eot seup-ni-da ]  
(The flower which can 

not move have 
blossomed .) 



 
Expressions in the game 
 

- 외다리 꽃이 피었습니다. 

[ whae-da-ri kkot-I pi-eot 
seup-ni-da ] 

(The one-legged flower  
have blossomed) 
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닭  싸움 

[ Dak ] 
Chicken 

[ Ssa Um ] 
Fight 



동영상 

http://youtu.be/e99o_ljjQSU?t=1m19s 

http://youtu.be/e99o_ljjQSU?t=1m19s


How to play 

1. All players line up in their teams and watch 
each other. 



2. Referee shouts ‘시작([ Si Jack ] Start)’. 



3. Have each participant balance on one leg 
while holding the other leg. 



4. In order to win this game, you must be able to 
maintain perfect balance and let your opponent to 
fall down on the ground or make him or her to 
drop his or her lifted leg to the ground. 



5. After 20 mins, the team which has more 
survivors becomes win. 


